Who we are
Bringing together a multitude of perspectives, we encourage students to rethink and deepen their understanding of the world through a critical examination of gender in culture and society across geographic and historical contexts.
Our curriculum bridges the humanities and social sciences and nurtures debate
and interdisciplinary scholarship on gender and sexuality. We actively cooperate
with other leading institutions in the field and are part of two international
consortia, which offer various study abroad opportunities to our students.

What we offer
MA in Gender Studies / 1 YEAR / This intensive program is for students who
have a four-year bachelor’s degree and some grounding in gender studies
or a related field. The program will introduce you to the major theoretical and
methodological approaches to the field from a range of disciplines, including
history, sociology, international relations, legal studies and literature, leading
to original research on your chosen topic.
MA in Critical Gender Studies / 2 YEARS / This program is designed for applicants with a three-year bachelor’s degree or with limited background in gender
studies. You can choose from two tracks: the research track with an extended
research component or the applied track with focused training in critical
policy studies and an internship.
MA in Gender Studies (GEMMA) / 2 YEARS /

With the support
of the Erasmus+ programme
of the European Union

The first Erasmus Mundus Master’s Degree in Women’s and Gender Studies, GEMMA is offered by a consortium of seven prestigious institutions and
co-funded by the Horizon 2020 Framework Programme of the EU. Your study
program will take you to two participating universities where you will earn a
double degree. Learn more at gender.ceu.edu/erasmus-mundus-gemma and
masteres.ugr.es/gemma.

PETRA BAKOS / SERBIA

“Through feminist pedagogical practices that foster multiple facets of understanding,
including empathy and self-knowledge, our department strives to create learning environments where needs and differences are treasured and, when necessary, respectfully negotiated. As a scholar, a teacher and a mother, I think that without these we
risk raising generations who are socially disengaged and fail to realize their potential
as thinking and feeling human beings.”

MA in European Women’s and Gender History (MATILDA) / 2 YEARS /
Run jointly with the Department of History, this program provides expertise
in women’s and gender history as well as European history. The program
is operated by a consortium of universities, two of which will be your home
and host institutions. Learn more at history.ceu.edu/matilda.
PhD in Comparative Gender Studies / This program focuses on critical,
comparative, theoretical and empirical research in the field of gender studies.
It will train you to apply traditional research methods (e.g. archival research,
textual analysis, statistics, participant observation, etc.), while exploring new
territories. You will benefit from careful supervision, conference and research
grants as well as teaching opportunities.

What you can specialize in
Political thought Religious studies Visual studies
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Where your degree will take you

How to fund your studies
In pursuit of our mission, we strive to attract world-class graduate talent from
all over the world. This is why we offer generous scholarships available to
students from any country.
In 2018-2019, 82% of CEU students received financial aid, ranging from tuition
awards to scholarships with stipends and housing. Learn more about how to
fund your studies at www.ceu.edu/financialaid.

How to apply
General admissions
requirements

Program-specific requirements
MASTER’S PROGRAMS

Completed online application

Bachelor’s degree (four-year

form: www.ceu.edu/apply

bachelor’s for the one-year pro-

Proof of English proficiency

gram)

Letters of recommendation

Statement of purpose

CV

Some knowledge of gender or
feminist scholarship
DOCTORAL PROGRAM

Master’s degree or other graduate
degree in a related field
Research proposal
Substantial background in gender
studies and feminist theory

CENTRAL EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY
Quellenstrasse 51, 1100 Vienna, Austria
student-info@ceu.edu, www.ceu.edu

48 English-language graduate degree programs. Students and faculty from 100+
countries. 16,000+ alumni across 6 continents. Accredited in the United States,
Austria and Hungary. 8:1 student/faculty
ratio. Based in Vienna, the heart of Europe.
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